
 
 

Christiana Hartley Medical Practice 
Friends & Family Test Results for August 2022 

 
Please see below the results from our patients completing the Friends & Family tests. 
 
We asked patients the following question: 
 

“We would like you to think about your recent experiences of our services, how was your experience of our 

service?” 

 

 
Location  
Questionnaire  
Completed 

 
Very good 

 
Good 

 
Neither good 
nor poor 
 

 
Poor 

 
Very poor 

 
Don’t know 

 
Text Messaging 

 

 
242 

 
66 

 
18 
 

 
12 

 
12 
 

 
0 

 
Box in reception 
 

 
0 

 
0 
 

 
0 
 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
Website 
 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
Please see some of the comments below that we have received this month: 
 

 
Thank you for taking the time to give your feedback. 
 

   I was happy with the outcome  

   The doctor was helpful, listened to me and offered appropriate support and follow up.  

   Very friendly service.  

   Got straight in and dr gave me an answer for my problem but also a scan to double check 
straight away  

   I received 3 phone calls within 90 seconds which I missed. Called the surgery only to be 
told â€˜youâ€™ve had your chanceâ€™ and to rebook another day. Is it any wonder the 
urgent and emergency care system is so overwhelmed when you get 1 chance in a 90 
second window and then thatâ€™s it, back to square one?!?  

   Very quick and professional.  

   Phone consultation was over an hour later than expected; however, this was explained to 
me which is absolutely fine. Doctor was very understanding and approachable. 
Consultation fine with good outcome.  

   Because it was quick and officiant.  

   The nurse I was seen by was very nice she listened and gave me advice  

   Very understanding &amp; supportive  

   Went in on time, very pleasant, bloods taken easily  

   Doctor who I spoke to was helpful and gave me the right treatment for what was wrong 
with me  

   On time phone consultation, and positive conversation. Excellent response.  

   My Dr has been reliable, understanding and made sure I had all the information I needed 
about my situation. I was able to speak on the phone and go into surgery for a check. I feel 
confident with my gp surgery.  

   The doctor covered everything I needed to know and prescribed the appropriate 
medication.  

   Very proficient  

   From initial phone call waiting time was minimal and staff friendly, polite and efficient.  

   Because it was  

   Really wish that face to face appointments were available properly ????  



   Listens understands empathises explains sorts it  

   Nurse was friendly , kind and very helpful  

   We have recently registered with Christiana Hartley surgery. All the staff are lovely and 
very helpful  

   Reception staff very helpful and person who took bloods was very pleasant  

   Amazing nurse  

   Very good service by reception staff and telephone consultation  

   I received two calls significantly before the allocated hour and didnâ€™t receive a call at 
all within the allotted time so no third call was made even though Iâ€™ve been advised that 
the GP is supposed to try three times. No message was left on either occasion either.  

   Seen promptly. Nurse pleasant and efficient  

   I arrived early and was met by Lyne after a couple of minutes in reception. Efficient and 
stress free process.  

   Attentive, caring GP  

   Found the doctor to be abrupt and impatient asking questions and disagreeing with 
answers in a dismissive way  

   The clinician I spoke to was very confident in his examination , he gave me an expert 
analysis of my condition thank you.  

   Very efficient and very helpful  

   Doctor answered all my questions clearly  

   I phoned up at 8am which I understood it would be busy so after 14 minutes waiting I got 
through to Lynn and as soon I started explaining my situation she said â€˜sorry but I will 
have to stop you thereâ€™ we cannot make any appointments with the doctors until after 
9amâ€™ She was rather abrupt and not friendly at all! When I said goodbye it went silent 
and hung up.  

   Appointment on time very quick and professional  

   Easy friendly relaxed  

   It would be helpful if the person calling you back knew why they were calling you . Rather 
than you have to ask them questions or advise them why they were calling you  

   Fantastic service  

   On time. Straightforward. Satisfactory result.  

   On time and efficient  

   Always kind &amp; helpful just like GP should be  

   Find I can easily get telephone apts and send photos to gp for more minor concerns! 
However getting an in person apt for recurring concerns for my daughter is quite difficult  

   Dealt with promptly and efficiently  

   Easier over phone and could discuss my issue from home  

   Booked a telephone consult this morning. Call came through on time and was asked to 
go to surgery as I had an unexplained rash and was concerned it might be Shingles. Not 
Shingles but prescribed steroid cream and will have another phone consult on Friday. 
Delighted with every aspect of service today.  

   The practitioner was pleasant and efficient. She met all criteria and expectations.  

   Went for a blood test and thatâ€™s what I got. Would be nice to see a GP though  

   All questions answered  

   On time,no problems  

   Helpful and caring  

   I knew he didn't really have the time for my extended appointment but he listened and 
tried to help.  

   Very good listener Making sure she knew all relevant details Excellent outcome  

   Appointment was on time and handled in a polite and efficient manner.  

   Level of understanding and ability to listen and give me guidance  

   Booked flu jab online, excellent service and so easy to do.  

   I got a telephone appointment on the same day and was phoned during the stated time. 
The doctor was able to diagnose over the phone and a prescription was administered 
immediately to a nearby pharmacy of my choice.  

   Helpful +caring  

   I didn't get any help and have to carry on suffering for another 4 weeks before I get blood 



tests .  

   Dr David Johnson saw me and took the time to understand my breathing issues and 
helped me resolve them when no one else would. Appreciate it.  

   Jill your practice nurse phoned and she was helpful and gave me really good advice  

   Reasonable advice  

   Pam was polite, professional answered my questions. Great practice nurse. Thanks  

   No waiting. In fact i was in and out before my appointment time snd the nurse whi carried 
out my smear was lovely  

   I always feel comfortable safe and valued and I appreciate the high standards of their 
professional care  

   The lack of understanding about my problem  

   Efficient and pleasant as usual  

   The doctor I spoke to was really understanding and helpful  

   Because the advice and delivery was excellent.Thank u so much.  

   Gill was fabulous - so understanding, reassuring &amp; encouraging. Thank you  

   I was listened to, not rushed and my concerns were dealt with thoroughly.  

   Very good communication and explain well  

   Prompt telephone consultation that quickly addressed my needs  

   Appointment with Jill the nurse who explained everything I needed to know, Thankyou  

   First they got it wrong patient so they never called me until I rang back and then they 
called me but my phone rang only once bye the time I picked up my phone they did put the 
phone down so I called back and Iâ€™m still waiting for doctor phone call So today if it was 
any awful  

   Dr called me in error. Although it was my number dr given it was for a different patient.  

   My phone consultation appt was for between 9-30 and 10 30. It was nearly 11 30 when 
the call came. A very short consultation with few questions asked and a swift diagnosis. I 
would have preferred the Dr to see the problem , rather than relying on me giving a 
description.  

   Pleasant staff a d service.  

   Received a message to make a phone appointment and Dr phoned asking me what I 
wanted.  

   I was contacted quickly about my problem  

   My GP practice is always brilliant  

   Dr arranged appointment not me but didnâ€™t seem to know why she was calling me so 
not a very satisfactory appointment  

   Not sure why but everytime I answer the call it would just end?  

   Question asked were answered clearly and fully .  

   Friendly staff Supportive and friendly Gp Efficient service getting bloods taken  

   Because she understood what are problems were  

   Seen on time .  

   Everyone was courteous and friendly while maintaining professionalism.  

   Listened to problem  

   It was quick and efficient  

   Phil is fabulous  

   No waiting, very professional service whilst having a blood test, friendly and 
approachable Reception.  

   On time and quickly done  

 


